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ing, contact your year reps 
or shoot us an email.

So strap in and enjoy a col-
lection of  student work 
from across the state. This 
is my last letter as the editor 
of  The Medic, so I would like 
to thank you for your read-
ership this year. We hope to 
see you again in 2019. I’d 
also like to quickly thank 
Burnie Print and design for helping to turn our vision 
for a printed magazine into a reality. 

As the Italians say,

Arrive-DOCE,

Cameron Marshall 
Editor in Chief  of  The Medic
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DEAR READER,

Thank you for joining us on our journey of  revival. 
This is our second print issue this year and we’re 
really excited that you’ve come along for the ride. 

Here at The Medic, we aim to create a platform for stu-
dents to talk about issues that are important to them or 
are often forgotten. With this issue we’ve tried to do 
just that, focusing on sex, gender and sexuality. 

This important area of  health is one which is fast 
evolving and often poorly understood. It’s an area of  
health which affects us all, yet is often not discussed in 
an open and thoughtful way. We hope this edition acts 
as a springboard for you to start your own research into 
sexual health and helps inspire you to become better 
informed in this fascinating field. 

Whilst this is the last issue of  The Medic for the year, the 
2019 edition of  The Centaur is in the works. The Cen-
taur is your yearbook, celebrating the achievements and 
work across the year. If  you’re interested in contribut-
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Find TUMSS on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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ease transmission. We work closely alongside the public 
health department to develop strategies to ensure sexual 
health matters are appropriately dealt with.

DO YOU SEE A WIDE RANGE OF PATIENTS?
The sexual health speciality is wonderful because you 
never know what you are going to see. The role is very 
broad. In addition to STI testing, we may be offering a 
cure for Hep C infection, assisting gender transition or 
investigating vulval pain. Recently, when we were being 
accredited for our registrar position, it was found that 
Tasmania has one of  the broadest sexual health services 
in Australia. We can provide training in nearly all of  the 
aspects of  sexual health medicine, including transgender 
medicine, HIV, Hepatitis C and sexually transmitted in-
fections.  This is one of  the reasons I love living and 
working in Tasmania.
WHAT ACADEMIC ANAD PROFESSIONAL 
JOURNEY HAVE YOU TAKEN TO REACH WHERE 
YOU ARE TODAY?
I am a University of  Tasmania medical graduate. I then 
went on to pursue General Practice training and when in 
Victoria I was placed in a GP clinic where a large pro-
portion of  the patient population were gay men. I was 
seeing many cases of  HIV, Hepatitis and other sexually 
transmitted infections, which led me to complete a diplo-
ma in venerology (a qualification through Monash that 
is no longer available). I then went on to complete my 
fellowship in Sexual Health to become a consultant sex-
ual health physician. I moved back to Hobart 8 years ago 
with our family and it’s been a great move. 

These days, to become a sexual health physician requires 
advanced training. This can be achieved through a range 
of  different pathways, following on from fellowship with 
RACGP, RANZCOG or FRACP. For example, you may 
choose to complete your first three years of  basic physi-
cian training, sit your exams and then go on to complete 
advanced training in sexual health. I personally feel that 
General Practice is a great place to come from – you de-
velop such a broad range of  skills, predominantly in an 
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outpatient setting, that equip you particularly well. 
IS RESEARCH IMPORTANT IN BECOMING A 
SEXUAL HEALTH PHYSICIAN? 
Generally, conducting de novo sexual health research in 
Tasmania is not easy. Our commitment to our clinical 
work does not leave behind a lot of  time or resources. 
However, we are involved in many collaborative projects. 
For example, with the Kirby Institute in NSW or the 
Burnett Institute in Victoria. Being a part of  big studies 
through these institutions allows us access to frontline 
research. As a department here in Tasmania, we are al-
ways conducting our own smaller audits and striving for 
best practice.
WHAT ARE THE EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS LIKE 
FOR SEXUAL HEALTH PHYSICIANS? 
Largely, employment opportunities for sexual health 
physicians are available through the public health system 
– in larger hospitals or outpatient clinics (for example, 
Melbourne Sexual Health Centre). However, there is an 
important role for sexual health physicians in private 
practice with some people choosing to open their own 
clinics, for example in specialist areas such as HIV, trans-
gender medicine or women’s health. We certainly care for 
a broad range of  conditions and so there are many path-
ways available. 
DO YOU FIND YOUR ROLE REWARDING?
I am so fortunate to have the opportunity to combine my 
interest in looking after, and helping people with, the ac-
ademic role of  educating others. I really enjoy educating 
our colleagues and students about ways to provide quali-
ty sexual health services in their own clinics, as much of  
sexual health management should be occurring in prima-
ry care.  The larger role of  health advocacy and public 
health influencer is one I enjoy too. 
WHAT KIND OF OPPORTUNITIES ARE THERE FOR 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE WORLD 
OF SEXUAL HEALTH?
The world of  HIV has evolved significantly over the last 
25 years. It has been a huge area of  change, mostly in the 
positive. Now, we can look after people living with HIV 
with one combination tablet a day and their life expec-
tancy is near normal. The risk of  other serious comor-
bidities are now lower than in people living with diabetes. 
We often see their other coexisting medical conditions, 
such as mental health issues, as the biggest challenge. 
This is why we encourage a shared-care arrangement be-
tween GPs. Having a GP background has helped me to 
be aware of  all of  these factors. 
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS THE HIGHLIGHT OF 
YOUR ROLE? 
I’m really pleased to be a part of  people’s lives that is 
often very hard for them to talk about. As health prac-

titioners, we continually have to check in with our own 
biases and prejudices. Health discrimination continues to 
be a real thing in 2018. I am in a good position to be 
an advocate for patients, which is really important. For 
example, making sure the people around us are using the 
correct language and being respectful (remember, a little 
curtain around the bed is not soundproof!).

Being a part of  somebody’s transgender journey is par-
ticularly rewarding – following them on the journey and 
to see them after starting their hormone treatment when 
the transition is going well, and looking after people with 
HIV and offering them hope is also a highlight.  Hoping 
that there is a reduced burden of  mental health issues 
when the medical side of  things are going well –knowing 
we can influence that is very rewarding. 
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS THE BIGGEST 
CHALLENGE OF YOUR ROLE?
There are not enough hours in the day – finding a bal-
ance between seeing patients and the administrative load 
is always challenging. Having a great team around me 
helps with this. In Tasmania, geographical isolation and 
concerns regarding community confidentiality are real is-
sues. Even simple things like having access to transport 
to attend our outreach clinic on the North West Coast 
can be difficult. Sometimes our system forgets that. 
There is also the concern that those individuals may not 
want to attend the local GP – we are always looking at 
ways to engage those people. Telehealth is one way we 
are using to help link in people in remote or rural areas 
into clinical care. 
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO SOMEBODY 
CONSIDERING A CAREER IN SEXUAL HEALTH?
Much of  sexual health medicine happens outside of  
our specialist clinics. There are many areas of  medicine 
where you can take on a sexual health role without com-
pleting advanced training, particularly General Practice 
or Family Planning. We encourage this and work along-
side these practitioners. For those people interested in 
pursuing advanced training, there are many education 
opportunities. Recently, we took a 5th year medical stu-
dent to our Sexual and Reproductive Health conference, 
which they found extremely beneficial. I personally teach 
a unit in the Masters Public Health through the Univer-
sity of  Melbourne. You do not have to be a clinician to 
complete this. 
A FINAL NOTE. 
Sexuality is an inherent part of  most people’s experience 
of  life – some clinicians seem to forget or feel uncom-
fortable about this. But ultimately, the more comfortable 
we are with sexuality, the more outpatients will open up 
and the better the service we can provide. 
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CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR ROLE AND A TYPICAL 
WORKING DAY FOR A SEXUAL HEALTH PHYSICIAN 
HERE IN TASMANIA?  

Working as a sexual health physician in Tasma-
nia is a fulfilling and exciting career. 
I oversee the provision of  sexual health ser-

vices within the THS across Tasmania, including perma-
nent outpatient clinics in Hobart and Launceston, plus 
an outreach clinic in Devonport. I have regular clinics 
across the state, see patients, follow-up their results and 
ensure they receive the appropriate treatment. Sexual 
health is a very much a team practice. Our team in sexual 
health includes another consultant, a registrar, three clin-
ical nurse consultants, a registered nurse, a clinical psy-
chologist, counsellor and administrative staff  across the 
state– each with their own important role. We also have 
medical students joining us and research being conduct-
ed in the background. 

Part of  this role is a significant teaching role here in 
Tasmania, which I consider to be very important. In 
association with the University of  Tasmania, I engage 
with medical, nursing and pharmacy students. I am also 
involved in post-graduate teaching of  General Practice 
trainees, hospital registrars and colleagues from all oth-
er specialties. For example, if  a diagnosis of  syphilis is 
made in the community, I may then touch base with 
that GP and offer them any assistance they require. This 
could include seeing the patient at one of  our clinics for 
IM Benzathine penicillin and follow-up. Following this, 
GPs may be better positioned to provide sexual health 
services to patients in the future. 

When I am not doing clinical work or teaching, I may 
be attending either statewide or national meetings. For 
example, the HIV Working Group or the Statewide Sex-
ual and Reproductive Health Committee.  Sexual health 
physicians also play an important role in public health. 
Not only do we aim to improve the health of  the indi-
viduals we are treating, we focus on the greater commu-
nity through health promotion and prevention of  dis-
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CALLUM TREGURTHA

BE PrEP-ARED  
A NEW ERA OF 

HIV PREVENTION 

Pre-exposure Prophylaxis or “PrEP” 
is now PBS listed and available by 
prescription in Australia. Described 

(perhaps inappropriately) as “the gay 
contraceptive,” PrEP is a 90% effective 
preventative measure that will place 
downward pressure on new HIV infection 
rates. Most importantly, money is no lon-
ger a significant barrier preventing at-
risk groups and the general public from 
accessing this medication. Despite com-
mentators questioning whether the Gov-
ernment should fund medications that 
address “avoidable risks,” it is a worth-
while investment, with every avoided HIV 
transmission saving 1 million dollars in 
lifetime treatment costs. 

I commenced using PrEP prior to PBS 
listing via private importation, as I want-
ed to be proactive in relation to my risk 
of HIV infection. I was encouraged by 
a friend visiting from America who had 
used PrEP for several years and was sur-
prised it was so difficult to access in Aus-
tralia. Although I am an educated gay 
male who was born after the Grim Reaper 
HIV scare campaign and practices safe 
sex, I was conflicted as I knew about HIV 
stigma but also didn’t know how to avoid 
engaging in elements of it. I’ve grown up 
in a generation where the sound of a ma-
rimba-like instrument is synonymous with 
Grindr, and sex is everywhere. 

Commencing PrEP allowed me to largely resolve my 
HIV fear and meant that it was much easier to be a 
more open, caring and understanding person to peo-
ple with HIV. I found that people with HIV were 
more likely to approach me through social media, be-
cause they felt like I wouldn’t be afraid or treat them 
as the disease. This was when it really hit home how 
grotesque HIV stigma really is. 

What I was told when I started taking PrEP was that 
it takes around 30 days to reach acceptable HIV re-
sistant levels and that I needed to take Vitamin D 
supplements to counteract the slight bone mass thin-
ning that can occur with long-term PrEP use. I had 
already dabbled with Vitamin D deficiency previous-
ly, so this was the motivator I needed to supplement 
consistently. Meanwhile, my agonising fear of  the 
broken condom or the drunken slip-up abated to an 
extent. But what I wasn’t prepared for was the stigma 
and prejudice that would be directed at me as an ear-
ly PrEP adopter in Tasmania. Responses would vary 
from people congratulating me on being proactive, 
to people assuming my PrEP use meant that unpro-
tected sex was the norm. I was informed this was 
because “PrEP is only used by whores,” and this was 
contrasted by a number of  people mistakenly believ-
ing either that PrEP removed all STI risk or that HIV 
was the only STI that couldn’t be cured with tablets 
or an injection. These views align with internation-
al studies that report increased STI transmission in 
populations who use PrEP. It also highlights why it 
is so important to reiterate the need for regular con-
dom use and STI screening and the busting of  myths 
surrounding PrEP in clinical consultations. 

One other reason why PrEP access is so important is 
because other people lie about their PrEP use, have 
compliance issues, or don’t know or ignore their 
STI/HIV status. Why anyone trusts someone who 
says “I was tested recently and I’m clean” amazes 
me. The issue of  stealthing is not one that is limited 
to condom use. If  you are relying on someone else 
taking PrEP as your sole or cumulative protection, 
chances are that light foreplay didn’t involve request-
ing to see their pills, prescription or calendar with 
crosses marking each dose taken. I said earlier that I 
take PrEP because I want to be proactive about my 
health. Certainly, if  it is a question of  your health, 
you should be in control of  it. But the other reason 
I take PrEP, ensure my own compliance and recom-
mend others take PrEP, is because it’s not just about 
me reducing my risk of  HIV infection. For the same 
reason I undergo vaccinations, it is also about pro-
tecting others.   
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Bella Murray and Lachie Webber
WOMEN IN MEDICINE

The reasons for choosing a pathway are multifactorial. Since 
we’ve mentioned RACS, let’s pick on surgery (again). Lifestyle, 
family, training requirements, lack of  interest and perceived gen-
der biases are among the reasons we see few women in surgery. 
In recent times gender discrimination, harassment and bullying 
in surgery have plagued our headlines: you may remember the 
Sydney vascular surgeon, Dr Gabrielle McMullin, who raised 
concerns over a culture of  silence towards sexual harassment. 
Since then, RACS and other colleges have made extensive 
changes to their complaints processes, even mandating training 
modules on sexual harassment and bullying. Despite improve-
ments, unconscious biases do still exist and many women still 
feel disadvantaged. 

Moving forward, changes are still needed. Strategies for change 
include developing women’s leadership skills, role modelling, 
and mentoring programmes (see AMSA’s Women in Leadership 
mentor programme).

That’s why, in September, TUMSS is hosting their annual Wom-
en in Medicine conference in recognition of  the achievements 
of  women in medicine and the ongoing challenges that exist. 

Championing gender equality is something we can all be a part 
of. 

WHO WAS DAGMAR BERNE?

In 1885, Dagmar Berne was the first female to be accepted into 
medical school in Australia. She attended the University of  Syd-
ney, which at the time housed the only medical school to accept 
women. 

Of  15 in students in her year, she was the only female.

The university’s Dean and Vice Chancellor at the time were 
known to be opposed to women studying medicine. The Dean 
voiced this opinion on many occasions, and the Vice Chancel-
lor stated that ‘no woman would graduate from medical’ while 
he held office. Their beliefs aligned with cultural beliefs of  the 
time, where a stay-at-home mother was the norm and self-belief  
was the exception.

Dagmar Berne was a woman well ahead of  her time. It was not 
until 1894 that women first won the right to vote in Austra-
lia. Nearly 50 years later, the first Australian women served on 
the front lines. Dagmar’s story embodies that of  many women 
of  the 19th and early 20th century who struggled yet emerged 
triumphant. Through determination, bravery and a thick skin, 
these women paved the way for the women of  today. 

Fast-forward to the 21st century, and the modern-day woman 
has the right to make whatever she wants of  her life. We see 
women leading and thriving in all areas of  the workforce –com-
pare the University of  Sydney in 1885 to Australian medical 
schools today, where 52.1% of  medical students are female. We 
now see headlines like ‘Female GPs outnumber male GPs for 
the first time in Australia’ (50.2% in 2017), and ‘How Female 
Doctors Have Changed the Face of  Medicine.’ Women, men, 
Australia – you can be proud.  

Yet we still have a lot further to go. Why is it that in general 
practice the ratio is 50-50 but in specialties like surgery, women 
make up only 12% of  consultants and 29% of  trainees? Is it 
disinterest, or is there something more?

We see lots of  people entering the medical profession seeking an 
illustrious triad: a rewarding career, a model family and a healthy 
lifestyle. Yet we join stressful training programmes in our late 
20s and 30s, which coincides precisely with when we’re theoret-
ically starting families and getting life in order. For many wom-
en, career ambition gives way to life pressures, and we see men 
moving into the high-pressure roles. It’s like 1885 beliefs, only 
magnified in the medical macrocosm.

Some speciality training programmes are more accommodating 
than others. In general practice, trainees can take 12 months of  
leave during their training and return part-time, job guaranteed. 
Contrast this with cardiothoracic surgery, where trainees can 
only take a maximum of  6 weeks off  during their 6-month rota-
tions and have a time-pressured pathway to fellowship. 

However, we’re seeing widespread efforts to improve gender eq-
uity across specialties. RACS, for example, has established a pol-
icy in support of  flexible surgical training, and are now looking 
at whether part-time training pathways could be implemented. 
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Tasmanian abortion services are in a state of  disre-
pair and are rapidly progressing towards non-exis-
tence. Abortion in Tasmania was decriminalized in 

2013 through the Reproductive Health (Access to Ter-
minations) Act 2013. Whilst that was a win for the state, 
there is still limited availability of  abortion services. 
January this year saw the closure of  the only dedicated 
surgical abortion clinic in the state. The closure, in con-
junction with the already depleted availability of  repro-
ductive health services, has compounded the challenges 
for the community at large. There is also a widespread 
lack of  awareness among Tasmanians of  where to go for 
information, advice and procedures. This article aims to 
shed some light on the potential options for termination 
of  pregnancy and related services available to Tasma-
nians.
LEGAL ABORTION OPTIONS & WHAT GOVERN-
MENT ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE
Abortion is legal in Tasmania up to 16 weeks of  gesta-
tion. Beyond this period of  time, access to a termina-
tion would require approval from two different medical 
professionals to state that it is in the mother’s medical 
or financial best interest. There are two legal ways to 
terminate a pregnancy - medical abortion and surgical 
abortion. Medical abortion calls for a gestation period 
of  less than 9 weeks and surgical abortion is available in 
cases where a medical termination is not possible. Both 
options can be availed of  in the public health system 
if  there is foetal abnormality, or in instances to prevent 
serious maternal injury.
Surgical terminations in life threatening situations are 
available throughout Tasmania. However, in cases where 
the mother or the baby’s life is not at risk, finding a spe-
cialist to do this procedure is almost impossible.  And 
if  one is found, they will not come cheap. With limited 
access to elective surgical abortions, Tasmanian women 
find themselves having to travel interstate. In this situa-
tion, they can apply for government assistance to cover 
flights and accommodation. 
However, wht about a case of  a pregnant single mother 
with 3 children at home, no social support and financial-
ly unable to pay for a babysitter? Or the many women 
who are unable to travel, for various reasons?  Surgical 
termination by travelling interstate is not a feasible solu-
tion for all women and that is why it is important to have 
access to medical abortions the first 9 weeks of  pregnan-
cy to prevent the need for surgical management.  
Medical abortion is a non-surgical procedure that in-

volves the use of  2 medications: mifepristone and miso-
prostol. Mifepristone also known as RU486, blocks the 
action of  progesterone, which will stop the pregnancy 
from progressing. Misoprostol softens the cervix and 
causes the uterus to contract, leading to expulsion of  
products of  conception. To avoid complications, these 
medications are best used in the first trimester. 
Mifepristone was put on the PBS, slashing prices to as lit-
tle as $12 for concession card holders and $39 for others. 
However, women are still paying upwards of  $500 for 
treatment and as much as $1000 in some cases. In several 
private clinics, medical terminations can be more expen-
sive than surgical. So why are women being charged so 
much for a pill that is actually quite inexpensive? This is 
because the cost is for a treatment plan as a whole, which 
could include blood tests, ultrasounds, doctor’s consul-
tations etc. Not every woman can afford this treatment 
and therefore choose the government funded interstate 
surgical abortion despite it being a higher risk procedure. 
Now for the women who do have the financial means, 
they still lack access to general practitioners with extra 
training to carry out the procedure.   
WHY IS IT SO HARD TO FIND A GP THAT IS SKILLED 
WITH MEDICAL TERMINATIONS?
Discussing this situation with a Launceston based GP, I 
was told that the reason not many practitioners provide 
medical abortions is due to religious reasons or personal 
beliefs. Regardless of  the reasons these doctors fall into 
two main categories. 
1. Willing to provide information and advice to pa-
tients regarding termination of  pregnancy
2. Conscientious objectors
“Doctors with a conscientious objection do not have to 
provide you with information about, or help you to ac-
cess, a termination - but they must provide you with a 
list of  prescribed health services (services that provide 
information, advice or counselling about the full range 
of  pregnancy options) as soon as they know you want 
a termination or want information about all options re-
garding your pregnancy.” 
— Department of  Health and Human Services
Another barrier to training doctors to provide medical 
abortions is the increased premiums on indemnity insur-
ance. According to two different general practitioners, 
providing termination of  pregnancy services to patients 
can increase insurance payments by thousands of  dol-
lars. Despite sending numerous emails to multiple in-

surance companies, I received no response and cannot 
confirm nor deny this statement. 
SO HOW DO TASMANIANS ACCESS MEDICAL 
ABORTION SERVICES?
One of  the main services helping to bridge the gap and 
providing women from all over the state with access 
to medical abortions are tele-abortions. Foundations 
like Marie Stopes Australia and the Tabbot Foundation 
provide Australian women with information and access 
to medical abortions through an online website. Every 
woman has the right to safe and accessible healthcare. A 
concern that arises is the safety factor – Is getting abor-
tion advice and medications over the internet safe as 
compared to consultations in a medical practice? 
Exploring the Tabbot Foundation services in particular 
(as they were the only service to respond to my emails) 
the process starts online. A patient will send in an email 
through the link on the website. Within the next 24-48 
hours they will be contacted, and a tele-consultation will 
be booked. The patient will then be assessed over the 
phone by a GP with experience in family planning to de-
cide whether a medical termination is suitable. Depend-
ing on the particular situation, a clinical psychologist 
may also be consulted. Patients will be referred for blood 
tests and an ultrasound. Patients will be sent the abortion 
medications, analgesics, antibiotics and antiemetics via 
express post. They will also be given a number for a 24 
hour on-call physician. A blood test 10 days later will 
confirm whether the procedure was successful. This ser-
vice is provided for an out of  pocket cost of  $250 which 
does not include the $75 for medications. 
WHAT IS THE TRADE-OFF? 
Online and simple - right? In an ideal world where every-
thing goes according to plan this process appears pretty 
straightforward and safe. However, we are not in an ideal 
world and there can be complications.  
Dr Amanda Dennis (MBBS, FRANZCOG, 
MForensMed) is a trained specialist Obstetrician and 
Gynaecologist in Launceston. She said
“There is concern with the use of  remote/on-line or telephone ac-
cess medical termination services because of:
1. Lack of  transparency and accountability if  there are 
complications (and there will always be complications).
2. Expectation by the remote/on line service that someone 
else will manage a complication without there being a direct com-
munication moratorium of  understanding or referral pathway to 
the service that will ultimately be left with the management of  the 
complication.
3. Local health care providers and other medical services 
who will need to deal with any complications may not have the full 
information with regard to what treatment the woman has under-
taken, and the information and investigations provided before and 

afterwards.
4. The woman may not be aware and feel comfortable to access 
local medical or hospital services for fear of  judgement when there is 
a complication – therefore delaying presentation.
5. This leads to worse outcomes for woman.
6. However to circumvent this local services must be accessible 
and affordable and meet women’s needs.
”
A worrying aspect of  at home medical abortions is the 
lack of  face-to-face contact with a medical profession-
al. It is the notion of  “see how you go and if  there are 
any complications go to the emergency department of  
a hospital close to you”. Could this put an unfair burden 
on hospital emergency departments? This is based on the 
idea that doctors would be treating complications that 
would not otherwise present to ED if  a patient was seen 
by a physician early on. 
Knowing that this at home medical abortion presents 
risks, why do women choose to take this path? Well, they 
simply have no choice. These services can be the only 
possible way to terminate pregnancy in some areas. The 
Tabbot Foundation describes it as “Privacy, Accessibili-
ty and Convenience”. One word that is not included is 
affordability. There will be many Australian women who 
will struggle to afford this $325 procedure. In compar-
ison however, raising a child is much more expensive. 
Most things in life are fraught with risks and consequent 
benefits. The onus is on us to decide whether the many 
successful medical terminations are worth the few unsuc-
cessful and life-threatening situations. 
Women find themselves in many different circumstances 
where having a procedure with risks wins out over hav-
ing a baby. Be it financial restraints, medical reasons, or 
simply the right choice for an individual and their family, 
medical abortions are a necessary aspect of  healthcare. 
SO WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?
It is obvious that there is an acute need for women in 
Tasmania to have more access to healthcare when they 
choose to terminate their pregnancy. This applies to both 
urban and rural environments. 
Until widespread access becomes available, it is up to 
medical staff  to support women using these online ser-
vices and to minimise risks to the extent possible. We, as 
soon-to-be healthcare professionals, have a duty to update 
our knowledge and skills in this area in order to provide 
the best possible care. 
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Nishee Nattraj
TERMINATIONS IN TASMANIA



OF THE PLACE
Emily Mackrill

IN THE MOMENT
Brook Mason

OF THE PEOPLE 
Ian McCausland

TUMSS ELECTIVE 
PHOTO COMPETITION

Check out the winners of this year’s TUMSS Elective 
Photographic Competition. The Competition 
challenges students to caputure the excitement of 
medicine in the moment, the beauty of the place 
the students serve and the people who welcome the 

students to their homes. 

Winners take home $150 in prize money, so make 
sure you take some snaps on your elective!
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RUNNER UP
Ashleigh Gibson



DRAWING THE LINE WITH PATIENTS
REBECCA PILGRIM AND  GRACE WARING

Sexism in medicine...it’s not exactly a new topic. It 
has been a topic of  conversation for many years. 
During our first few years of  medicine, we are 

given scenarios of  how to deal with sexismbetween 
colleagues. However, something that does not seem to 
be discussed is when the sexism comes from patients. 

Surveys conducted at both Penn State University and 
the University of  Texas found that up to 50% of  fe-
male medical students experienced gender hostility 
from faculty or staff  members. In addition to harass-
ment from staff, the surveys found that a significant 
proportion of  sexual harassment comments made to-
wards female medical students and doctors were actu-
ally from patients and their families. Now, sexism from 
patients isn’t uncommon. It may present itself  in ex-
treme forms such as a patient offering to show you his 
penis, or trying to pressure you into giving him a kiss. 
Or it may present itself  in a much subtler sense, such 
as a patient commenting how they would prefer “the 
young pretty one” to do their physical examination, or 
that they noticed you were wearing a skirt this week 
rather than your usual pair of  slacks. 

As medical students, we aim to do right by our pa-
tients. We are at the bottom of  the hierarchy and are 
still learning. We are incredibly appreciative of  the pa-
tients that give us their consent to allow us to practice 
our history taking, examination or practical skills. But 
what are we supposed to do when these patients take 
advantage of  us? When they think it is appropriate to 
remark that they didn’t expect such a beautiful young 
woman to be studying to be a doctor? Or when 
they assume we must be studying to be nurses 
because we are female? Now, no hate towards 
nurses – they do a fantastic job and have a 
wealth of  knowledge. Heck, they save the 
arses of  many doctors. However, having 
your occupation assumed based on your 
gender is still frustrating. 

Teaching around this form of  sexism is 
lacking and coming into your clinical years 
it might not have crossed your mind. When 
talking to a male intern regarding this top-
ic, it was something that he was unaware 

of. It had never been mentioned to him as a medical stu-
dent. However, he said if  it was something that one of  
their medical students experienced, he would want to be 
made aware. By making supervising sta ff  aware, it means 
they can ensure the student does not have to engage with 
the patient alone, or at all. While sexism from patients is 
experienced by both sexes of  medical students, it is also 
experienced by nursing staff  and other health profession-
als. By working across the health professions to empower 
junior staff, nurses and students to deal with these sexist 
microaggressions, we can start to change the culture. 

In an ideal world, an article in The Medic raising awareness 
of  the issue would be enough to make all these problems 
go away. However, as we are not in an ideal world, it is 
worth mentioning that sometimes you have to pick your 
battles. Some days you will be able to tell the patient that 
actually yes, women can be doctors, or that having breasts 
doesn’t affect your clinical skills. But some days you’ll just 
have to nod and smile awkwardly as a patient comments 
on your appearance or outfit, or when a family member 
assumes you must be a nurse because you’re female. There 
are some hills worth dying on, but a demented patient’s 
delirious comments shouldn’t be yours.

If  someone had told me when I was younger that one 
day I would be studying to be a doctor, and per-
forming as a drag queen in my spare time, 

I do not think I would have known how to 
respond. It just sounds so absurd! In some 
respects, it is, but it is also the seeming-
ly incompatible nature of  what I do 
that drives me to continue to pur-
suing it.

I tentatively began attempting 
drag makeup two years ago 
as a creative outlet – some-
where to channel my pas-
sion for performing arts, 
and my love for the drag 
I had seen when I had 
travelled interstate. At 
this time, drag had pla-
teaued in Hobart, with 
the only “regular” per-
formers coming in from interstate 
for big events - Easter, Halloween, 
Queen’s Birthday. As I slowly improved 
my makeup skills, taught myself  the begin-
nings of  how to style wigs and how to sew 
outfits, I began to see more drag evolve in Ho-
bart alongside me. At present, there are at least 
six regular performers in Hobart that consis-
tently bring comedy, artistry and emotion to the 
stage. In the two years since I endeavoured to 
become a drag queen, I have performed across 
the east coast of  Australia, marched for the 
Mardi Gras in Sydney, performed in the Unit-
ed Kingdom during my elective, hosted fund-
raisers for mental health in Tasmania, and even 
co-headlined an installation for MONA. 

For me, the most humbling and important part 
of  being a drag queen has been the role I have 
been able to play in educating and advocating 
for the community I am a part of, not only to 
other people in the medical community, but 
in the broader community and within the 
LGBT+ community itself. It can all seem 
like fun and games – dressing up in pretty 
things and running around on stage to an 

ZAC VAN TIENEN
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adoring audience (and, of  course, it is). Outside of  
that, however, I have the very real and very import-

ant opportunity to discuss issues surround-
ing gender identity, feminism, LGBT+ 

health, stigma surrounding HIV – and, I 
think most critically for myself, what it 

means to be a medical professional.

Prior to embarking on my medi-
cal degree, my parents sat me down, 
concerned that my sexual preferences 
and private life would harm my prog-
ress as a medical professional. Their 

concerns stemmed from ongo-
ing community and societal 

perceptions surrounding 
LGBT+ people, 

and their worry 
that certain 

a m o u n t s 
of  prej-
u d i c e 
w o u l d 

be held 
against me before I 

had a chance to demonstrate 
my ability as a future medical profession-

al. It has been an incredible journey, 
not only proving that to be false, 
but being able to take them on the 
journey with me and show them 
that gender identity, creative ex-
pression and openly identifying 
as a member of  the LGBT+ 

community is something that can 
be celebrated and respected by any-

one who is open to hearing about it. 

DR DRAG: MORE THAN MEDICINE 
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finally decided to  ask the students how they felt7 about 
these learning models, they revealed that students don’t 
value the achievement of  competencies as much as 
they do having detailed and constructive feedback (5), 
a point often missed in the formulaic delivery of  check 
box assessments. What we can see is that students do 
see medicine as a profession; they do want to contin-
ually develop their skills and expand their knowledge; 
but competency-based models are not facilitating this 
as intended.
There is of  course a rational argument in favour of  
checkbox medicine. For regulators (that is, the Australian 
Medical Council) and assessors (the University) alike, a 
competency-based model provides a standardised, ob-
jective and codified way of  ensuring graduate outcomes 
are achieved (6). In fact, the AMC mandates that univer-
sities structure their curriculum in this way, reflecting the 
social expectation that the profession be regulated. This 
shifts the criteria for training from “time on the job”, as 
in the traditional apprenticeship model, to crossing off  
a list of  pre-defined criteria for students to achieve. 
But what happens when this list doesn’t reflect the 
evolving way we practice medicine? And what happens 
when the assessment tools, for example OSCEs, are not 
reflective of  the true clinical experience? 
Well, as it turns out, both of  these situations are the re-
ality and remain unresolved issues. As evidenced by the 
clinical scenario noted at the beginning, the inter-asses-
sor variability in the assessment of  these criteria render 
them essentially meaningless. What value is there in one 
assessor grading a student’s performance as “satisfacto-
ry” whilst another would rate that same performance as 
“excellent” relative to the student’s experience? Addi-
tionally, we see the list of  competencies fast becoming 
outdated or impossible to achieve as the face of  health-
care changes. Similarly, the criteria do not consider re-
gional variability, in that the learning opportunities in a 
rural generalist hospital are markedly varied from those 
at a tertiary centre such as in Hobart. Fortunately for 

students at the HCS, “tractor tyre crush injuries” have 
yet to make it onto the core clinical assessment criteria8. 
The value of  the main assessment tool in this competen-
cy model, OSCEs, is questionable. Little correlation has 
been demonstrated between clinical experience (that is, 
years in the job) and codified “objective” competence. 
In fact, other than the global score, more experienced 
clinicians perform worse than younger clinicians trained 
to perform the clinical checklist (7). As a result, we’ve 
successfully developed an assessment tool that fails to 
assess true clinical acumen. This inevitably results in the 
common phenomenon, around this time of  year, of  
students taking time off  the wards to practice for the 
OSCEs – a seemingly counterintuitive outcome. 
Checkbox medicine, or euphemistically “competen-
cy-based assessment”, forms the cornerstone of  med-
ical education in Australia. It provides a framework for 
regulators to assure the public that medical graduates 
have demonstrated a variety of  competencies. Whether 
they are in fact competent clinicians, however, is anoth-
er story. Whether or not these checkboxes provide any 
value to the students themselves or whether it improves 
their ability to practice medicine have yet to be defini-
tively demonstrated. What it has successfully provided is 
a behemoth of  paperwork to effectively waste clinicians’ 
and students’ time alike. So, whilst it seems as if  check-
box medicine is here to stay, perhaps it would be bene-
ficial that the checkboxes relate to realistic and relevant 
outcomes and a greater focus be placed on providing 
constructive feedback rather than “ticking and flicking”. 

And for the record, I think I’d achieve an “excellent” 
for “breathing in the clinical setting”. I’ve not died of  
hypoxia once. 

References available via online version of  The Medic
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CAMERON MARSHALL
CHECKBOX MEDICINE

I sit across the table from the weary consultant. We’ve just finished 
a clinic of  herculean proportions: scheduling a termination for a 
mother of  a baby with chromosomal abnormalities, counselling an 

expectant mother that a diet of  mainly methamphetamine probably 
wasn’t the most nutritional option and explaining to a patient that she 
would be having her twentieth miscarriage stand as some of  the more 
notable, but not far from the norm, consultations today. The consul-
tant complains they have to attend a meeting soaked in some sort of  
bureaucratic drama instead of  having lunch today. A wave of  guilt 
washes over me. We had discussed it earlier, but even though we’d run 
a half  hour late, I still needed my Clinical Attachment form signed. 
The consultant is thankfully obliging and spares a few minutes for my 
benefit. Down the line they tick a column of  fours – “satisfactory”. I 
wonder if  I had gone to the registrar whether they would have given me 
nines – “excellent” – as was generally the case. The consultant chirps 
that I’ve been an excellent student and they’ve been very impressed with 
my performance, although this seemingly hasn’t made its way on to the 
form. They read through the last few criteria on the form, remarking 
that many of  these aren’t very applicable to the medical student setting. 
Yes, this is a well-trodden conversation; I can predict its course with 
a level of  accuracy which would be the envy of  the Bureau of  Meteo-
rology. I wonder if  it’s only a matter of  time before an administrator 
decides we need to get “breathing in the clinical setting” signed off  by 

our supervisors.
***

I understand the need for academic oversight in clin-
ical training. It’s important that we have some way 
to quantify the capacity of  our graduates. Thank-

fully, the days of  interns having their first attempt at 
cannulation on a patient now resembling a nanna’s 
pincushion are over. However, I’d say the level of  bu-
reaucracy involved with just showing up at the hospi-
tal has gotten to almost comical proportions, if  only I 
weren’t the one having to battle through it. There are 
currently 88 administrative requirements across this 
academic year alone. At 881 requirements for 107 stu-
dents that’s 9416 pieces of  documentation that need 
to be checked, graded and signed. Either someone’s 
keeping very busy2 or, as seems to be the case, a much 
more laissez-faire approach is taken to checking these 
boxes.This hypothesis was amply evidenced by a rath-

er astute student who changed the suffix “2017” to “2018” 
on their THEO modules and resubmitted them, receiving 
the obligatory “satisfactory” for their hard-work3. Arguably, 
this system of  competency tick-boxing reduces autonomous 
learning and hinders development of  flexible, adaptable 
professionals (1). Especially when the tick boxes used aren’t 
even written to fulfil their intended purpose.    
We should probably take a step back and reassess what it is 
that we want from our graduates in the first place. Admit-
tedly an ever-increasing proportion of  doctors’ time is be-

ing devoted to administration4. With interns spending twice 
as much time doing administrative tasks than engaging in 
direct patient care5(2), maybe it’s appropriate we train our 
students to be administrative staff  rather than clinicians. An 
alternative hypothesis, however, might be that developing 
autonomous, self-regulated learners is of  more benefit to a 
dynamic, quickly progressing profession than a hospital of  
typists. What happens when the check boxes disappear, and 
students must guide their own learning and their own pro-
fessional development? 
At the beginning of  our degree, we obediently sat through 
a lecture drily titled “What makes medicine a profession?” 
The contention being that, unlike a trade, there is an eru-
dite, academic, component to medicine, where clinicians 
become lifelong learners of  evidence-based medicine6. This 
ideal is in contrast to competency-based training which fo-
cuses on moving from one checkbox to another, to “tick and 
flick”, rather than engaging with the clinical experience in 
any meaningful way (3). Furthermore, there’s very little data 
to demonstrate that these programmes produce more able 
graduates. Indeed, they may possibly produce less compe-
tent clinicians than those who are educated with a focus on 
the overall workplace experience (4). In fact, when someone 

“I wonder if  it’s only a matter of  time before an 
administrator decides we need to get ‘breathing in the 

clinical setting’ signed off  by our supervisors.”

1 88! Two fat ladies! Anyone a bingo player? Whilst discussing this with a (far more organised) friend of mine at the HCS she pointed out that including 
the log book and submissions which required multiple documents, there were in fact 432 separate conditions needing to be signed off. I’m not sure what 
the bingo quip for 432 is. 
2 We all need a hobby. Personally I prefer the violin, but the university didn’t seem to care that I was set to attend the Conservatorium of Music next year 
and sent me to Launceston instead. No word on whether I can play in an orchestra via correspondence yet. So, it seems they’re not too worried about peo-
ple having a life outside of medicine despite proudly “taking action on student mental health.” Apparently that action is sitting idly.  
3 No, it wasn’t me, I wish I’d had that level of perspicacity. Now, before you @ me, I couldn’t tell you the student’s details even if I had wanted to. 
4 In the bureaucratic sense. Not to be confused with the medical definition of administration, as in to give a drug, which would in fact be doing the job 
they were trained to do.
5 Fortunately, doctors also spend 20% of their time multitasking, hopefully mitigating the time they spend filling out paperwork; although hopefully not 
while providing CPR or delivering bad news, you’d hope those discharge summaries could wait. 
6 Presumably patients aren’t too crash hot on the idea that their apprentice doctor has done a six-week short course at TasTAFE before lopping their leg off 
like a carpenter. Although Jesus was a carpenter and the lepers seemed pretty pleased with his handy work.
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7 For it only took about 40 odd years from the introduction of competency-based learning-models in the 1970’s until we decided to ask participants’ 
what their experience was. 
8 I asked a friend what was the “most rural” presentation she could think of, like a tractor injury or something. She replied that just yesterday she’d 
seen to a potato farmer who’d been crushed between the tractor and the gate. I guess it was a reasonable suggestion after all.
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As part of  my 5th year selective I went to Melbourne 
to spend time at the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear 
Hospital (RVEEH). I chose to go there as it’s close 

to home and I felt like my teaching in ophthalmology had 
been a bit limited so far!
Whilst at the RVEEH, I assisted with an audit into the 
rate of  gonococcal (GC) and chlamydial conjunctivitis 
(CC) presentations over the past few years. Clinical per-
ceptions of  the staff  at the RVEEH were that there had 
been an increased number of  presentations of  GC and 
CC, which would be in line with a national increase in the 
rates of  chlamydia and gonorrhoea infection. Depending 
on the results, this could indicate a need for more more 
education surrounding prevention and treatment of  GC 
and CC. Indeed, this topic has not been comprehensively 
reported on for approximately 10 years, with a global lack 
of  data in the area..
Throughout my selective, I worked on extracting and an-
alyzing the RVEEH data. Following the placement, I fo-
cused on writing it up. Our data indicated that GC and 
CC presentation rates at the hospital had remained fairly 
constant and weren’t increasing in line with non-ocular 
gonococcal and chlamydial infection. We also noticed that 
there were a few missed diagnoses of  GC that later led to 
corneal perforations (a particular concern with GC)!
After the abstract was submitted and then accepted for 
presentation, I travelled to the Melbourne Ophthalmic 
Alumni Meeting to present it. This annual conference is 
held at St Vincent’s Hospital, and brings together anybody 
interested in ophthalmology, whether medical student or 
emeritus professor. 
Giving an oral presentation to a lecture theatre full of  
doctors was a bit intimidating, but it was certainly an 
invaluable learning opportunity. The Alumni Meeting 
also provided an excellent opportunity to connect with 
like-minded people in an academic and social context, in 
addition to aiding my own professional development and 
contributing to the field in the form of  research. 
I owe a debt of  thanks to TUMSS and the School of  Med-
icine for facilitating this experience through the form of  
a bursary. Their support is really appreciated. I am also 
more than happy to chat with people further about my 
experience – if  you want to hear more please feel free to 
get in touch (philipr5@utas.edu.au)!
For more information on the TUMSS Conference Support grant, 
head to tumss.org.au

PHILLIP ROTHSCHILD
EARS, EYES & STIs

In which Sandon gives a new meaning to “Pa-
ternalistic Medicine” as he tells all the children 
a marvellous story about everybody’s favourite 

creatures.

In every clinic of  every kind
(if  one but takes the time to look)
You might not be surprised to find

a Med Student in every nook.

They hide themselves when they attend;
tucked out of  sight and out of  mind,

appearing only at day’s end
to get their CEX and logbook signed.

They’re very skittish creatures so
you must approach each one with care;

If  you start with “What do you know…”
In fright, they’ll scuttle out of  there.

To them, questions are like a curse;
A hard one turns them half  to stone.
Snap frozen there (it’s quite perverse)
They’re paralysed by the unknown.

So if  you see one on the ward
Crouched in the corner, turned away,

That’s where the nurses keep them stored
After being asked ‘bout Guillian-Barré.

If  your student is catatonic
There are some ways they can be fixed

Teaching them a rude mnemonic
‘bout cranial nerves can do the trick.

Once you’ve got your student back
Don’t ask them ‘bout some rare syndrome.

Give them vague and kind feedback
And tell them that they can go home.

For a med student’s a fragile light;
Each one is precious as a gem

But a student cannot shine as bright
When people don’t believe in them

So before you fall asleep each night
You’ll take some time in all imprudence
To wish and wish with all your might

“I do believe in Med Students!”

PAPA SANDON’S 
PAEDIATRIC POETRY

SANDON LOWE
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Dear First Years,
Welcome to the world of  medicine!
Medicine is really hard, which is probably a huge part 
of  what attracted you to it in the first place. There will 
be many moments when you wonder why on earth you 
chose this path, especially when you see your friends 
on gap years gallivanting around Europe (that could’ve 
been YOU!)
By now, you will have sat your first exams, and if  you’re 
a typical med student you will have had most of  your 
enthusiasm beaten out of  you. Honestly, it gets more 
difficult. You should have quit before census date and 
gone to design school, or become a barista like you will 
joke about for the next 5 years to all of  your colleagues 
when they ask what you want to specialise in. The in-
creased number of  graduates means that jobs are be-
coming more competitive, and if  you want a chance to 
get on any training program you should take an hon-
ours year or stop reading this article and get involved 
in research right now. You’ll be asked countless times 
if  you want to specialise or “just become a GP”, and 
you’ll spend many nights lying awake worrying about 
the fact that none of  your family members have ever 
had a skin check.
But medicine is simultaneously interesting, challenging 
and rewarding. Something about walking the halls of  
the hospital will put a spring in your step, even if  it’s 
midnight and you’ve just spent the evening following 
the surgical registrar around ED and doing nothing but 
experiencing the hospital and observing patients from 
a distance. Watching a patient’s face light up as they talk 
about the visit from the hospital therapy dog will make 
you realise that patients are people too, with human 
interests and hobbies and likes and dislikes and a pref-
erence for the therapy dog that looks like Lassie over 
the old Maltese.
You will laugh when your lecturers tell you that more 
than 80% of  the student cohort will become general 
practitioners, knowing that you applied for medicine 
to live the life of  Christina Yang from Grey’s Anatomy 
or Turk from Scrubs. But over the rest of  the course, 
you’ll realise that becoming a GP means patients come 
back to see you because they think you’re a good doc-
tor, you will get weekends off, and there is the option 
of  opening your own practice and taking your 
dog to work (instead of  working in the politics 
of  the public hospital system).
Being a first year means that you’re at the 
bottom of  the ancient medical hierarchy, 

Emily Mackrill

but everyone in the clinical years remembers how diffi-
cult first year was. We all have memories of  staying up 
until 4am finishing an assignment, cramming anatomy for 
the practical exam, and not knowing how to adjust a mi-
croscope because histology just wasn’t as fun as a barrel 
at Sandy Bay. Once you reach your clinical years, you’ll 
barely step foot in a Menzies lecture theatre again, and 
although 7am ward rounds are much worse than 8am lec-
tures, the free coffees and lunchtime finishes beat an 8 
hour day of  back to back lectures by a mile.
You’ll have to pick a clinical school in third year and ev-
eryone will tell you that Hobart don’t care about their 
students, Launceston are super strict, and Burnie has the 
most free food but no interesting patients. None of  this 
is true (except maybe the free food part). Just like every-
other time in your life, any learning opportunity you have 
will be what you make of  it. If  you want to be a good doc-
tor, your clinical school doesn’t have the power to change 
your motivation.
We know it’s a long haul and we know that the first year 
practical exams are some of  the worst of  your life, and we 
know that the dissection lab smells like mushy strawber-
ries from Woolworths. We know that some of  the lectures 
you’ll have will make no sense, and we know the anxiety 
you’ll feel before your musculoskeletal competency in se-
mester 2. Get used to that feeling, because it will stay with 
you for every other OSCE you do in your life.
Things you should learn about besides medicine 
include: self  care and mindfulness; the idea of  
life admin and not neglecting it for perfect at-
tendance; keeping your hobbies or start-
ing some new ones; sleep hygiene; 
regular exercise; stress manage-
ment techniques; when and how to 
ask for help.
Best of  luck,
Emily Mackrill

DEAR FIRST YEARS: LESSONS FROM THE 
WARDS AND BEYOND

CLINICAL LOOK BOOK
MEDICAL FASHION

Not sure what you can get away with on the wards next year? We may not be on the same level as Tan France from 
Queer Eye when it comes to fashion advice, but we can definitely scout out ward style. Here are some of  our favourite 
styles from the wards over the last few months for some wardrobe inspiration. #frenchtuck
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Hello my name is 
Linden Scholes and 
I’m in fourth year 
at the HCS. To my 
respiratory placement 
today I wore brown 
leather shoes from 
Berlin, green socks by 
a Tassie brand called 
Mongrel, brown 
tweed pants, and a $1 
Country Road shirt 
from a second hand 
shop.

Hello my name is 
Glenn Broadby, and 
I’m in fifth year at the 
HCS. I’m wearing an 
outfit entirely from 
ASOS, perfect for my 
Gen Surg rotation. 
My favourite part of  
this look is my pink 
dinosaur socks from 
Roger David; they 
make a great talking 
point during mingling 
after sneaking into 
metabolic meeting. 

Hello I am Brooklyn 
Mason and I am in fifth 
year at the HCS. I’m 
wearing a two piece 
salmon suit handcrafted 
and tailored to fit in my 
favourite holiday des-
tination, Bali, and was 
inspired by watching 
many seasons of  Suits 
and a strong desire 
to bring suits back to 
the medical world one 
student at a time. This 
suit is always on tap for 
emergencies (like my 
upcoming ED rota-
tion). 

Hello I am Mrun-
mayee Bhalerao and 
I’m in fifth year at the 
HCS. For ED place-
ment today I wore a 
cute top from Dan-
gerfield covered in 
ladybugs, pants from 
Uniqlo, a jacket from 
Myer, and incredibly 
comfortable shoes 
perfect for standing 
around all day in ED. 
My favourite part 
of  the outfit is the 
ladybug top (but plot 
twist I don’t even like 
ladybugs). 
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